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Nominations Open for Intelligent Health Association 2015 Awards  

 
Judges for the 2015 Intelligent Health Association Awards come from strong academic 

and technology industrial backgrounds 
 

NEW YORK, January 5, 2015 — The Intelligent Health Association (IHA) announced today that 

nominations are now open for the 2015 Awards. This is the third year the organization seeks to 

recognize the companies and individuals that have made significant contributions to patient care 

and healthcare facility management using wireless technologies. See 

http://ihassociation.org/awards. 

The distinguished judges are: Gisele Bennet, Georgia Institute of Technology professor; Alfonso 

Gutierrez, University of Wisconsin distinguished researcher; Donna Hudson, University of 

California-San Francisco professor; and John W. Walz, consultant and retired Lucent 

Technologies manager. 

“Seeking relief from manually introduced errors and redundant costs, pioneering healthcare 

providers have sought solutions in wireless-based opportunities. The Intelligent Health 

Association lauds these pioneers through its Awards program established in 2012,” says IHA 

CEO Harry Pappas.  He adds: “We are pleased that judges for the 2014 awards are returning to 

review the nominations for the 2015 awards, and to identify and honor the outstanding 

healthcare institutions of 2015.”  

Highly regarded in their own fields of technology and medical applications, the judges for the 

2015 IHA Awards also have experience on numerous recognition committees to ensure that the 

Intelligent Hospital Awards will be determined fairly. Judges will choose from entries submitted 

by February 1, 2015. There are nine award categories: 

 Improving the Patient Experience: Care and Safety 

 Improving Regulatory Compliance 

 Best Comprehensive Integration 

 Most Innovative Use Case 

 Most Innovative Use for Physical Security 

 Most Innovative Use for of Business Intelligence 

http://ihassociation.org/awards


 Most Comprehensive Use for Protection of Property 

 Best Use Case by a Critical Access Hospital 

 Best Demonstration of Patient @Home Care 

Award recipients will be notified on March 4, 2015 and invited to receive their awards April 13, 

2014 in Chicago, Illinois at the annual Healthcare Information and Management Systems 

Society (HIMSS15) conference and exhibition. 

Nominate a potential award winner by visiting http://ihassociation.org/awards 

About the Intelligent Health Association 

The Intelligent Health Association (IHA) is a global, technology-based and technology-focused 

organization comprising many new technology communities and societies all operating under one 

organizational structure with a common goal: to help drive the “Evolution to the Health Revolution™ ” 

through the adoption and implementation of new technologies in the health eco-system. 

http://ihassociation.org/. 
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